509 Texas School Rd
Eubank, KY 42567
PH: (606) 423-9782

Curtis Hallstrom
37520 Barnesville-Bethesda Rd
Barnesville
OH 43713
Dear Mr. Hallstrom,
Andrew Vallance, VP Business Development at Shell Shock Technologies, asked me to forward you 1,000
rounds of loaded L-Tech ammunition that features the new Shell Shock NAS3 case.
My name is Larry Henderson and I am the owner of L-Tech Enterprises located in Eubank, KY. L-Tech is a
specialty ammunition manufacturer and test facility for advanced ballistic products. L-Tech manufactures
ammunition for the US Military including US special forces, law enforcement and, for the last three years,
we have manufactured all of the Sig Sauer ammunition products.
We look forward to your feedback on these rounds and we’d be happy to provide you with additional
technical information if required.
I would also like to comment on Shell Shock’s NAS3 cases. They are an engineering marvel. We found their
performance to be superior to brass and nickel-plated brass at every level of testing. L-Tech started
testing NAS3 cases in January 2016 and we can categorically say that we have never seen anything like
them.
They are 50% lighter than brass, capable of handling pressures well in excess of 65,000 psi and provide
extremely consistent performance, round after round. We believe this consistency is due to the
combination of the uniform wall thickness, a flat bottom in the cylinder and a unique flash hole design
that provides for a more consistent and even powder burn rate.
The cases can be used for +P and +P+ loads without issue. We opted for a custom head stamp and
completed extensive testing in over 30 different hand guns and fully-automatic weapons. The nickel
alloyed into the NAS3 cylinder provides a slicker surface than nickel-plated brass and the aluminum base
will not abrade or clog ejector and firing mechanisms. More information about Shell Shock’s NAS3 cases
can be found at www.shellshocktech.com.
Oh and one more thing, Shell Shock’s cases are cheaper than conventional brass and a lot cheaper than
nickel-plated brass. We believe they are the perfect match for the Full Stop™ bullet and allow L-Tech the
opportunity to offer the market a completely new cartridge featuring the latest technology and superior
performance.
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We look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely yours,

Larry Henderson
President, L Tech Enterprises, Inc.
PH:

(606) 423-9782

Email: Larry@ltechenterprises.com
Cell:

(606) 219 3273
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